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From the President’s Notebook

Merry Christmas to one and all. I hope December is a joyous time for everyone
as you prepare for the festivities with family and friends.

November was a busy month for the Guild. We started with the Hamilton
Woodworking Show from Nov. 7-9 at the Ancaster Fairgrounds. We had a great
turnout of members turning and promoting our Guild and I wish to thank
everyone who gave their time over the weekend. This show coincided with our
hosting Nick Agar on Nov. 9 at the Guild. He was well received by members
who attended and by all accounts, was an excellent demonstrator.

Our regular meeting saw Stockroom Supply showing us some new products they
will be handling, including the new Record Lathe. There was lots of interest by
members with a few sales to boot.

Keith Robinson

On December 5, Thursday night, we are having our Annual Christmas Dinner.
This year it is at the EPUC in the upper gymnasium. Doors will open at 6:00pm
with dinner about 7:30pm. This year we have Brian & Sue Ashton cooking a
roast beef dinner with all the trimmings. And we will have a cash bar serving beer and wine.
There will be our Christmas Competition, Christmas Ornament giveaway and the Christmas Raffle. I
encourage everyone to make an entry in the competition for a chance of bragging rights and a ribbon.

Harry Rae will be bringing his Christmas Tree for everyone to hang
their Ornaments, so please help adorn the tree! The raffle prizes are
great once again, with an overall value of $1500+. Tickets will be
one for $10, three for $25. The opportunity to win is 1 in 4. Great
odds! Hope to see everyone there.

We will not have a President’s Challenge for December, so I will
give you all a head start on January’s President’s Challenge: a turned
kitchen utensil. ie: ladle, salt & pepper grinders(shakers), rolling
pins, salt cellars, mortar & pestle, etc...

Keith Robinson
President GHWG

Coming up

Dec 5th, Christmas Party at
East Plains United Church.
Christmas Competiton and
Raffle.
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Prize list for the Christmas Raffle. tickets $10.00 each or 3 for $25.00

Grand Prize: Rikon 1/2HP Slow Speed Grinder complete with 80 and 180 grit
CBN Wheels

Uvex S8500 Bionic Black Matte Face Shield - $36

Lee Valley Tool Roll - $30

Set of circle cutting guides - $25

$100 Gift Card at Lee Valley - $100

Lee Valley Apron with GHWG Embroidered logo - 2 - $60 each

William Wood-Write - 2 Capstone pen kits, 2 - Capstone magnifier kits, 2- Capstone letter opener kits, 2display frames. - $40
Willian Wood-Write gift certificate -$25

$50 Gift Card from Exotic Woods - $50

Olive wood blank 6”x6”x2” - donated by Exotic Woods - $20

Walnut charcuterie blank 19”x6”x1” - donated by Exotic Woods - $20

Woodshed - 3-$25.00 gift certificates - $75

yKnot Woodturning - 12” Peppermill Mechanism and wood blank, lesson for Novice winner at competition,
$25.00 gift card. - $100
President - Naked Grape Vidal unoaked Icewine - $40

Stolichnaya vanilla flavoured Russian Vodka - produced in Russia, bottled in Latvia. - $40

All in One - Oneway buffing system. - $75

The Sandpaper Family - 2 assorted 2” & 3” Velcro disks and rolls of sandpaper. - $60 each

Point tool - $25

Stockroom Supply, 1/2” Woodline Skew - $50

Stockroom Supply, 1/2” Woodline spindle gouge - $50

Stockroom Supply - 2” & 3” sanding discs - $50
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Membership renewals
New Member $75.00
New Family Membership $110.00
Family renewal $95.00

Member renewal $60.00
Reinstatement (late renewal) $75.00

Tip of the month

OVERCOME CHATTER ON THE LATHE
you can turn just about anything that is round on a lathe, within the length and diameter constraints of
your machine. But when you turn a spindle to a long, thin shape, you will invariably encounter the
work piece beginning to vibrate under pressure from your lathe chisel. The next thing that you’ll
notice is that the surface is no longer very smooth. This effect is referred to as lathe chatter. Lathe
chatter can be the bane of existence for a spindle turner! Everything is going smoothly, you’re getting
a silky smooth shiny surface on the project, and then you reach a certain point of diameter and bam!
Lathe chatter starts to happen, and you try to sharpen your tool, apply more pressure, try a different
chisel, and nothing seems to help. Lathe chatter is having its way with your project. The good news is
that it doesn’t have to be this way.

Lathe chatter is caused by the flexing of the work piece, and is more prevalent toward the center of
the project where the piece is does not have as much support for the headstock and tailstock, and is
more prone to flexing under pressure. The best way to minimize lathe chatter is to supply an extra
measure of support near the middle of the project, and there are two main approaches for doing that:

USE a steady rest. There are commercially available products called “steady rests” for this that apply
even pressure at increments around the circumference of the work piece.

BE a steady rest. Short of using an actual steady rest, you can use your hand to support the project as
you turn.
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Demonstrator Report
Nick Agar
Embellishments
By Maurice Solar
Nick Agar is a professional wood turner now based near Savannah,
Georgia. His website, https://www.turningintoart.com/, is under
reconstruction and still shows him working out of south-east Devon in
the UK, but he moved to the States to be near Chroma-Craft, a
company that profiles his name prominently on many of its products,
even on its home page. Its website is https://www.chroma-craft.com/
and it’s well worth exploring.
Nick’s speciality is embellishments, using texturing tools, burrs and
punches of various types, airbrushed dies, metallic paints and patinas.
Some people even refer to him as “the King of Embellishments”.
That’s a far cry from where he started, specialising in “kitchen ware”.
His approach is that “Mother Nature does a wonderful job, but
occasionally there are pieces of wood that are boring”.
His demo started with the basic cuts using a bowl gouge: push,
pull and shear cuts. He shapes his gouges into a finger nail
grind. The sides of the grind have a very subtle curve (as
shown on the right) so that a whole wing will not contact the
wood at the same time, which would probably result in a catch.
One basic principle is to adjust the cut to the direction of the
grain. Thus on end grain, the cut should be parallel to the
grain rather than across it. Furthermore, a pull cut will result
in more torn grain than a push cut, especially in softer woods.
He also emphasised the hand position on the handle: he keeps
his thumb in line with the flute on the gouge; the purpose is to
lock the wrist and keeps the gouge in the proper alignment.
The picture on the right shows him demonstrating a shear cut.
Note that the handle is kept at 45° to the face being turned.
Make sure that the tool rest and the tool rest locking handle are
out of the way so as not to interfere with the cut. It may even
be necessary to hold this handle with elastic or tape to keep it
from rotating back in the way.
Nick also mentioned that most woods, even maple, include
silica grains which will dull the tools quickly. So frequent
grinding or honing is important, especially before the finishing
shear cut. He also softens the corner between the primary and
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secondary grinds on his gouges to avoid bruising the wood when cutting. He also prefers air-dried to kiln-dried
wood as the end-grain is then easier to turn. Finally, he prefers Abranet to sand his pieces.
On to embellishments. The picture on the
left shows some of his texturing tools.
Since he presents these tools at various
angles to achieve various effects, he prefers
tools with the holding bolt on one side, like
the one at the bottom of the picture, so that
the tool sides do not interfere with the
presentation. In the vertical plane, the
texturing wheel is always presented at 12 to
2 o’clock. You can do what you want in
the horizontal plane, but make sure that the texturing created is at least 0.5 mm deep. You can also score
vertical lines in the work by indexing the lathe (the lines are actually horizontal when the bowl is in the lathe
but flip to vertical when resting on its foot).
You can then proceed to
stamping various designs with
the lathe stationary. These
stamps can be homemade (like
the far right one on the left
picture), or woodcarver
background punches (see Swiss
made Pfeil tools at
https://pfeiltools.ch/?lang=en) or
even leather stamps (for
example from Tandy Leather, see https://www.tandyleather.com/en/). But make sure these stamps or punches
have sharp edges to punch properly into the wood. After all that texturing and stamping, there will be torn
grain. You can use shavings to buff this out, or the back end of the gouge handle if equipped with a metallic
boss, followed by sanding to 400 grit to get rid of the shiny surface and allow dyes and paints to grip better.
For the back of this piece, the first layer of dye was black (alcohol based), applied with an airbrush with the
lathe rotating. A clear coat followed to seal that in. The next layer was “Viking Silver” metallic paint by
Chroma-Craft. This was applied gingerly with the index finger while the lathe was stationary. This layer would
normally be allowed to dry for at least four hours before a second layer is applied, to ensure complete, even
coverage. Care must be taken so as not to fill in the texturing with the metallic paint; that why a brush is not
used for this step.
The same procedure was followed for the face side of the bowl, except that in this case a central band was left
untextured and sprayed with yellow and then orange dyes using the airbrush. Everything would then normally
be sealed again with a lacquer spray, but he skipped that step here so as not to stink up the hall. The end result
is shown below. The back of the bowl looks like the central boss on a Viking shield. Is that why the paint is
called “Viking Silver”?
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In the afternoon, Nick first spent a little more time demonstrating gouge technique and one useful hint he gave
is illustrated on the left picture below. It shows how to enter a cut, with the flute of the gouge facing 3 o’clock,
then opening it 45° to 1:30 and sweeping towards centre in an arc. He then moved on to texturing with different
tools such as cutting wheels and the Kirjes’ OrbiCut “ball” shown in the last picture. This gadget can be
obtained from Langevin Forest in Montreal (https://www.langevinforest.com/en/tools), but it is pricey.

The roughly textured bowl shown in the centre above was painted with copper and iron metallic paints which
are then lightly sprayed with patinas to give vert-de-gris or rust effects. These paints and patinas can be
obtained from Chroma-Craft, but can also be obtained from Modern Masters, a subsidiary of Rust-Oleum.
Nick finished by airbrushing designs onto a flat surface. I’ll let the picture below speak to it as the expertise
demonstrated is beyond my writing skills. Just note that the stencils used are also from Chroma-Craft.
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Demonstrator Report
Stockroom Supply
Providers of Woodturning and Working Tools
By Maurice Solar
Stockroom Supply is a source of woodturning and woodworking
tools and other supplies located just north of Highway 3 in
Wainfleet in the Niagara peninsula. The presenter on this night
was Ethan Moore. Their shop was built in the 1960s, sold at one
time and later repurchased by his dad around 1996-1997. Their
website is http://stockroomsupply.ca/shop/ .
The main subject of his presentation was equipment made by
Record Power of the UK, but he started by showing a new dust
mask by Trend, the model
Stealth/ML. This new mask is
lightweight, compact,
hypoallergenic, and is 3 times
easier to breathe through than
other units with the same
efficiency (99.97% down to 0.3
micron).
Back to Record Power equipment. Record is
a UK tool company, with a very interesting
and extensive line in woodturning equipment.
Stockroom Supply is their exclusive Canadian
representative. Ethan started by describing
the EC3 and EC4 chucks and the choice of
jaws available. All jaws also fit the
equivalent Nova chucks and vice versa. One
neat trick is that the smaller jaws can be
screwed onto the jumbo jaws (of which there
are two sizes), thus avoiding having to
remove them. The EC3 normally sells for
$199 but is currently available to AAW
members (with which the GHWG is
affiliated) for only $169. The EC$ sells for
$268, roughly the equivalent of the Oneway Stronghold chuck and the Vicmarc VM100.
Next came a discussion of the Record Coronet Herald midi-lathe with a 14” by 20” capacity. This lathe will
sell for $1699, with the bench feet at $100 and the freestanding legs at $225. I recommend, if you are interested
in this unit, that you view the video at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kG6bPN8H5PE. This will give you
a very good description of all the features of this unit. Some of the features worth mentioning here are that the
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freestanding legs are hollow and can be
weighed down with sand or lead shot to make
the unit less susceptible to vibration; the lathe
by itself weighs 48 kg; the head stock rotates
and has positive stops at 45 and 90°; it can also
be rotated by 360° or slid all the way to the
right of the bed for outboard turning. A bed
extension is available that increase the
capacity from 20 to 35”. The Coronet Herald
is equipped with a 750 watt or 1 HP motor.
Stockroom Supply will also carry the Envoy
(1.5 HP) and Regent (2 HP) models. All are
covered with a 5 year warranty.
Peter Hyde then put the Coronet Herald to
work, turning a 13” bowl. He used an Irish
grind gouge with a 50° angle. The then sanded
at 100 and 120 grit using a square piece of

sandpaper on a round pad bought from Penn State Industries. He then used a home-made “Yorkshire Grit”
consisting of mineral oil, beeswax and diatomaceous earth. This later mineral degrades in granulometry as it is
being rubbed onto the vessel being turned, resulting in the same effect as the commercial Yorkshire Grit. Peter
then puts 2 or 3 coats of shellac sanding sealer and polishes the whole thing with his mix one last time, followed
by finishing wax. He always finishes the outside of the bowl before working on the inside, to minimize wood
deformation.
All in all, two very comprehensive
presentations.
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Woodturning 101.
The roster for woodturning 101 is now full and we are taking names for a waiting list. Please note, that in
order to take the 101 Classes you need to be a paid up Amember of the Guild as well as paying the class fee.
(current fee for woodturning 101 is $45.00 for the course)
There is no Woodturning 101 in December, so the schedule for January will be in the Jan ChipFlyer.

MarketPlace
Wanted:

1). Used Thickness sander 12” open or closed. Please contact Maurice Solar email: photos@ghwg.ca
2). I'm looking for a person that would be willing to be my "turning mentor" . Someone that is willing to
connect with me "Occasionally" for advice and teaching. If interested please contact Jack Gauthier email:
jack.gauthier@outlook.com

For Sale:

I was hoping you could help me by posting some items that I wish to sell. I have created a website that
contains items that may be of interest and I would appreciate if you could forward the information along to
your members.
The items are posted on the site Turner's Turnings.http://turnersturnings.ca

I hope that your members will keep the website in mind in the future as the content will be updated time
goes by and I would welcome inquiries anytime.

Many thanks, Sharon Turner-Newlove
Please email Sharn at sharonpturner@gmail.com
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The Guild was approached by Anthony Dups to see if anyone would be interested in his lathe. He said he
purchased if a couple of years ago and found he didn’t like turning. Wishes to sell it, asking $400 or best
offer. Comes with a set of eight starter tools. The lathe is pretty well new, as are the tools. Would be a good
starter lathe set for a new turner.
Contact : Anthony Dups, 40 Church St., Ancaster, Ont. 905-648-2322
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Chip Flyer Sponsors....

6566 Sixteen Road, Smithville
http://woodshedlumber.com/
(905) 957-3933
woodshedlumber@gmail.com

Once you get yourself to Smithville, ON, along the
beautiful Niagara escarpment, head south out of town
along Port Davidson Road. Take a right at Sixteen
Road (west) and we're about 300m down on the left.
Looking for quality lumber or specialty wood you just can’t find at the big box stores?
• Domestic & Exotic woods, kiln dried lumber and turning blanks.
• We recently recieved hundreds of exotic rounds & squares for turning from Mexico &
South America
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Visit us:

Contact us to ordder:

Innovvative Woodworrking
Tools & Suppliess
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Executive Committee:

President . . . . . . . .Keith Robinson . . .pres@ghwg.ca
First VP . . . . . . .Brian Ashton . . . . .fvp@ghwg.ca
Second VP . . . . . .Brent Beacroft . . . .svp@ghwg.ca
Communications .Tony Osman . . . . . .communications@ghwg.ca
Membership . . . . .Sandy Zimmerman .members@ghwg.ca
Hands-On . . . . . . .Peter Morrill . . . . . .hands-on@ghwg.ca
Treasurer . . . . . . . .Tom Last . . . . . . . .treasurer@ghwg.ca
Secretary . . . . . . .Scott Millard . . . . .secretary@ghwg.ca
Photographer . . . .Maurice Solar . . . . .photos@ghwg.ca
Members at Large Derek Dix . . . . . . . .memberatlarge1@ghwg.ca
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Maurice Solar . . . . .memberatlarge4@ghwg.ca
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Hugh Widdup . . . . .memberatlarge2@ghwg.ca

If you think you have a way with words, we could use your skills and talents. you may have a number of interesting techniques and
tips you could turn into an article for the Chip Flyer. If you are interested, contact Tony at communications@ghwg.ca

